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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Sniffing definition

According to Chris Sanders packet sniffing ”describes the process of cap-
turing and interpreting live data as it flows across a network in order to
better understand what is happening on that network. Packet analysis
is typically performed by a packet sniffer, a tool used to capture raw net-
work data going across the wire. Packet analysis can help us understand
network characteristics, learn who is on a network, determine who or
what is utilizing available bandwidth, identify peak network usage times,
identify possible attacks or malicious activity, and find unsecured and
bloated applications.” [3, p. 2]

Though one might find various slightly different definitions of what sniff-
ing is, it could be agreed that sniffing is a process of capturing, analysing,
and presenting network data that do not have to be addressed to the
sniffing host.

1.2 Uses and misuses

Sniffing provides lots of useful information about the configuration of the
network. It may reveal misconfiguration of routes and filters even without
looking at the data. The presence of data in the segments of network they
should never reach. When the ability to read and understand transferred
data is added it may lead to serious information leaks. These information
have various uses, possession of the data might provide some benefits to
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those who have captured them, even if they are not able to understand
them.

On the other hand, network administrators may use sniffing to look for
possible weaknesses in the network and to fix them before they could
be exploited. Network application developers could use sniffing tools
to monitor the communication of their software and thus make it more
secure.

1.3 Motivation

Most of the current sniffing applications focus on analysing data ”per-
packet”, and present the captured data in a rather cryptic way. The first
thing user sees is an ever prolonging list of captured packets, in the form
hexadecimal dump or, in a better case, parsed and summarized in several
lines. Though usually there is an option to follow a stream of data.

It would be nice to have an application that would ”follow the stream”
automatically and present the captured data in the same form as the
destination host presents them to the user. In case of HTTP protocol
this would be showing web page preview instead of snippets of HTML
code. Not only would this present captured data in the context that
would otherwise had to be sought, but also would enable common users to
see the disadvantages of open unencrypted communication, and prevent
common behaviour like sending passwords over email and unencrypted
IM 1 networks.

1.4 Goals and aims

The main aim of this thesis is to design and implement a proof-of-concept
application, called IPAnalyzer. The application shall capture network
traffic, and focus on two areas. The first is to put captured packets in the
context of other packets of the same communication channel and analyse
them real-time within this context. It shall also provide a straightfor-
ward presentation of the captured and analysed data that shall be easily
understood by the people that lack the ICT 2 insight. The application

1Instant Messaging
2Information and communication technologies
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shall be used on home and small office networks as real-time analysis of
data on a large scale would be nigh impossible, performance-wise.

1.5 Available solutions

Probably the most famous and widely used network sniffers are Wireshark
and tcpdump.

Tcpdump is almost a must for every network administrator. However, it
is a sniffing tool only. Though it can parse the packet headers, it does
not analyse captured data, it merely dumps them to the console or file.
Its purpose is to check whether certain communication happens on the
network, or capture data for further analysis.

Wireshark is a rather large project that has become a standard in the
network analysis. It works on multiple platforms, support hundreds of
protocols [15] and its analysis code contains more than one million lines
of code. On the other hand, its interface is rather complicated, and it
does the analysis offline on the already captured data, mainly due to
performance issues.

There are, of course, many a sniffing tool available. Some of them are
rather complex, like Snort [11] network intrusion and prevention system.
Others, like ssldump [12], focus on one or two particular problems, such
as secure connections.
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Chapter 2

Problem analysis and
application design

The application was designed with ease of maintenance and extensibility
in mind. It is multi-threaded and modular. The central application pro-
vides little functionality, other than interface to register and use various
plugins.

2.1 Acquiring data

Before any work can be done, sniffing applications need to acquire the
data first. The application might either use its own kernel driver to access
data that has arrived on one of system’s network interfaces, or use one
of the available packet capture libraries. The packet capture mechanism
shall support at least Ethernet, possibly more kinds of devices.

Only frames containing IP packets shall parsed, the part containing IP
packet retrieved and put into queue further processing. Frames contain-
ing other network protocols shall be ignored.

The size of IP packets can vary and is indicated in the IP header field.
It may be influenced by the properties of the link-layer technology. The
maximum size the link-layer is able to transmit is called the Maximum
transmission unit or MTU. IP packets that are larger and can not
be transported are either fragmented into several smaller packets or
dropped. When using link-layer sniffing the application will receive all
link datagrams including fragmented packets before they could be re-
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assembled by the IP stack routines. The standard MTU on Ethernet
based networks is 1496 or 1500 bytes and IP fragmenting is rarely used
as applications prefer to slice the data themselves rather than rely on
IP fragmentation functionality. Thus the problem of IP fragmentation
is considered marginal for the purpose of this thesis, and IP reassem-
bling shall not be implemented in the current version of the IPAnalyzer
application.

2.2 Storing data

Sniffed data that are identified as IP packets are parsed further. Those
carrying other protocols than TCP or UDP shall be discarded, as TCP
and UDP carry majority of the IP network communication. Their head-
ers are used to extract a set unique for every connection. This set in-
cludes source IP address, destination IP address, protocol, source port,
and destination port. [7]

Figure 2.1: IPv4 packet
[13]

Using this unique information, the packet shall be stored in the packet
queue. These queues, called connections by the IPAnalyzer application,
shall be presented to the user and produce some basic statistical infor-
mation like packet and byte count. The length of these queues shall be
limited to prevent packet data from stacking up in the memory. Yet, the
length should be sufficient to avoid dropping data and thus hindering the
process of further analysis.
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Figure 2.2: TCP packet
[13]

Figure 2.3: UDP packet
[13]

2.3 Analysing data

Packets stored in the connections shall be analysed using recognizers.
Recognizers shall be able to recognize and analyse one or more protocols.
If the arrival of a packet causes a new connection to be created, this
connection shall be tested against registered recognizers to find the one
that is able to recognize and analyse its data. If no suitable recognizer is
found, connection will be tested again upon new packet arrival, as user
might have added new recognizer. If the recognizer was found in the test,
connection shall use this recognizer for data analysis.

Two recognizer plugins shall be implemented. A DNS recognizer as an
example of a simple plugin and to have analyser that would provide
DNS name translation, allowing nicer presentation. The other shall be
an HTTP recognizer, it shall contain more complex analysing engine and
present captured web pages in a browser window.

The DNS recognizer is rather simple as all necessary data are present
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in one packet. This enables the analysis to be stateless, doing the same
routine for every packet. DNS packets are parsed according to RFC 1034
and a short comment shall be produced. This comment will be a part of
the GUI presentation. During the analysis, pairs containing IP address
and corresponding DNS name shall be extracted and stored in the global
cache. This cache might be used by any part of the application if it needs
to store or retrieve a name-address entry.

The HTTP recognizer is an example of a more complicated recognizer.
HTTP session is usually carried over several TCP packets and thus the
recognizer will have to track both the packets received and the packets
expected. It shall parse and store received headers and then recognize and
save the corresponding data. A cache shall contain both the reply headers
and the reply data, indexed using the request URL 1. Request data are to
be ignored, though some interesting information might be communicated
there, as response presentation shall be the main functionality. Moreover,
the recognizer shall not attempt to parse or in any way analyse SSL secure
connections.

2.4 Presenting the results

Internal queues (called connections) that store the captured packets shall
be presented to the user. This simple list of queues will display the basic
information obtained from the packets as well as some basic statistical
information.

Connections keep track of their own status. TCP connections that have
received a packet marked as FIN 2, are considered closed, as are UDP
connections that have not received any data for some time. Closed con-
nections are considered dead if they stay closed for several seconds. Both
closed and dead connections might be revived if they receive packet. All
this states need to be presented to the user. Moreover, user shall be given
chance to either keep dead connections in the list for future examination
or remove them automatically to avoid polluting the list.

The DNS recognizer provides two ways of presenting the data it ob-
tained from the sniffed communication. The first and more obvious way
is the comment that is shown next to recognized connection. This com-
ment shall contain some basic info about the last received DNS packet,

1Uniform Resource Locator
2FIN mark signals it is one of the last packets in the TCP connection
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be it question or reply. The other, less apparent way, is the DNS cache,
entries stored in this cache are used to display the network information
about each connection. Entries in the cache shall be accessible for view-
ing and manipulation by the user.

As there is usually only few packets in the DNS session, the comment
part is deemed sufficient and there shall be no detailed, per-connection,
view for connections analysed by the DNS recognizer.

The HTTP recognizer shares one way of presenting the results with
the DNS recognizer – the comment part. In fact every plugin capable of
recognizing certain connection types should provide suitable short com-
ment to describe the connection. The HTTP recognizer presents the last
request-reply pair that was captured. The first line of the request and
the reply code are used.

The other way of presenting the HTTP recognizer’s results is completely
different from that of the DNS recognizer. There is no accessible global
cache of captured URLs. Instead per connection view is accessible. In
this view, the user shall see all URLs that has been requested using that
particular connection and, if reply is available, it shall render the reply,
whether it is a picture or an HTML document.
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Chapter 3

Tools used

The development of the application was influenced mainly by the decision
to use libPcap and WinPcap packet capture libraries and the Qt toolkit.
The application source code includes Visual Studio solution files for those
who wish to use it.

3.1 Packet capture library

A decision was made to use Pcap interface. This interface offer several
major advantages. It si implemented for both Windows and Unix plat-
forms and thus the application would not have to use different APIs on
different operating systems. Many of the industry standard network sniff-
ing tools utilize Pcap as their back-end capturing driver. These would
include: Wireshark, tcpdump, snort, Kismet, and more. One of the main
advantages of the Pcap library is the extensive link layer support it offers.
Pcap is able to capture link layer datagrams on Ethernet, Wi-fi, ATM,
and others, as new technologies are developed and deployed, they will be
added in the future. This frees the application developers from the prob-
lems associated with the underlying hardware and allows one versatile
library to be used instead of specialized ones. Pcap is also able to use
low level filters on captured packets before these are reported to the ap-
plication, thus greatly reducing the stress on the application’s processing
routines.

On the other hand, one might view Pcap’s, rather C-style oriented, API
as a disadvantage. In the times of modern object-oriented design an
additional work is needed to wrap the C-style interface into a suitable
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object design. The differences in the implementation between WinPcap
and libPcap might be viewed as another disadvantage. Though these two
libraries share the same API, results of the functions are not always the
same, the list of interfaces might be taken as one example. While the list
contains besides recognized hardware devices additional pseudo devices
like ”any” device on Unix, this is not the case on Windows and the user
experience might vary. Another example of these differences might be
found in the pcap stat structure; not all of its members are supported on
both platforms and the developer needs to be aware of it. [14]

Another possibility would have been to develop own packet capture
driver, but this would include work beyond the scope of this thesis and
would probably not achieve the robustness and complexity of the Pcap
drivers. The library that is being actively developed and deployed in
many applications proved to be a good choice of the packet capture driver.

3.2 GUI Toolkit

The possibility to develop the GUI front-end in the OS native API was
rejected at the very beginning, as it would force the application to have
at least two distinct GUI front-ends and effectively result in doing the
same work twice.

There are many various GUI toolkits that simplify the development of
GUI based applications. The two main toolkits in the Linux environ-
ment are GTK+ and Qt. While GTK+ is the toolkit of choice for the
Gnome [5] desktop environment, Qt is the back-end for KDE [6] desktop
environment. Both of these toolkits have Windows and Linux implemen-
tations. One of the main differences is that GTK is written in C and
provides C-style interface, whereas Qt is a C++ library, this drawback
can be worked around by using a wrapper library, such as wxWidgets.

In the end the decision to go for Qt was influenced by the previous
experiences with this toolkit, as well as the personal dissatisfaction with
the look of GTK GUI on Windows OS. This decision was supported by
the fact that some parts of the wxWidgets, such as HTML classes, are
yet to be improved. [16]
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Chapter 4

Interfaces

To enable plugins to communicate with the main application, and to
enable the application to utilize all the abilities the plugins offer, a suit-
able interface has to be defined. This interface exports functionality of
the main application, like DNS cache to be used by plugins. It also en-
ables plugins to integrate into the main application and offer services,
like detailed connection view, to the user.

Figure 4.1: Interface structure
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4.1 Main application interface — IAnalyzer

The interface representing the central class of the entire application is
the IAnalyzer interface. This interface is accessible to the loaded plugin
upon its initialization and is a gate to the rest of the application.

The main function the class implementing IAnalyzer interface shall pro-
vide is the ability to add plugins to the application. Member function
addPlugin() takes care of this aspect. Only path(relative or absolute) to
the plugin is needed to load it.

Member functions registerOptionsTab(), unregisterOptionsTab(), and reg-
isteredOptionsTabs(), provide a way to control which tabs are displayed
in the Options dialog. Using these functions, plugin allows user to al-
ter the way the plugin work or to present some additional information.
Every object handled by these functions needs to implement the IOp-
tionsPage interface.

Similar functionality is offered by the member functions registerRecog-
nizer(), unregisterRecognizer(), and registeredRecognizers(). Every time
a new connection appears a suitable recognizer is sought among the res-
gisterd recognizers. Plugins shall call unregisterRecognizer() when un-
loading.

Next set of functions called simply dnsCache() retrieve the pointer to
the internal DNS cache. This DNS cache shall be consulted by the GUI
when displaying network addresses. It is filled recognizers.

Another functions available handle network devices, registerDeviceList()
and deviceNames(). There may be only one device list registered and it
needs to implement the IDeviceList interface. These functions coop-
erate closely with selectDevice() and currentDevice() functions. While
the former manipulates entire list of devices, the latter manipulates only
the selected interface. Index passed to the selectDevice() function is the
index of the device in the list retrieved by deviceNames().

Apart from the lists maintained by the register – unregister pairs, IAn-
alyzer shall maintain one more list – the list of connections. Connec-
tions cannot be created artificially and must be sniffed from the network.
Thhus there is no inserting function, connections are retrieved by the
connections() function and removed by removeConnection() function.

Functions addPlugin(), registerDeviceList(), and selectDevice() are reg-
istered as Qt SLOTs and can be called by connecting to the suitable Qt
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SIGNALs. Beside SLOTs this interface also provides SIGNALs that are
emitted under certain circumstances. The newConnection() signal is em-
mited every time a captured packet can not be assigned to any existing
connection and a new one has been created. Similarly newOptionsTab()
is emitted each time a new OptionsTab has been successfully registered
using the registerOptionsTab() function. The error() SIGNAL marks oc-
currence of an error that is not fatal and user should know about it. The
last SIGNALs mark the change in the available or the currently selected
device. devicesChanged() takes care of the former, and deviceChanged()
of the latter.

4.2 Accessing captured packets — ICon-

nection interface

Packets that were captured and assigned to the queue need to be acces-
sible for plugins that analyse the data they carry. The queues implement
IConnection interface. This interface enables plugins to test informa-
tion, that will not change, only once, and focus on analysing the carried
data. It also provides some additional data gathered from the captured
packets.

The first set of functions deals with recognizer that might be assigned to
the connection. setRecognizer() and recognizer() functions do the job. As
there can be only one assigned recognizer for each connection, assigning
a new one will replace the currently used one. Retrieving comment and
displaying detailed view of the connection is accessible directly from the
IConnection interface using comment() and showDetails() functions.
These functions are provided for convenience and have the same func-
tionality as corresponding functions of the IRecognizer interface.

Once the recognizer has been assigned, it will need to access packets
stored in this connection. The interface offers several functions for this
purpose. topPacket() and nextPacket() can be used to get the oldest
packet stored in the queue. While the former leaves the packet in the
queue and does not change the connection in any way, the latter deletes
the packet from the queue. Both of these functions throw exception if
there is no available packet in the queue. The networkInfo() function
retrieves information about the source, destination, and protocol used to
transport packets stored in this connection.
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The biggest set of functions provide additional information that one
might find useful, and are not used in the analysis. These include count-
Data(), totalPackets(), waitingPackets(), speed(), and status(). Though
waitingPackets() might be used to check whether there are any packets
prior to calling nextPacket() or topPacket(), it will not work in multi-
threaded environment and relying on the exception is a better way to
handle the situation.

4.3 DNS cache interface — IDNSCache

A container storing IP address to DNS name associations shall implement
the IDNSCache interface. This interface provides standard function
like insert(), and translate(). If there is no stored DNS name for the
translate() to return, it returns the IP address in a suitable format. The
one thing that makes IDNSCache different from a general container is
the ability to signal that a new entry has been inserted. This is achieved
by using the newEntry() SIGNAL.

4.4 Plugin interface — IPlugin

Every plugin that is to be used by the application has to implement
the IPlugin interface. It does not matter whether the plugin provides
new recognizer or a packet capture driver or just a new page to the
Options dialog, they all have to provide the basic initializing function
init(), specified by the IPlugin interface.

4.5 User configuration — IOptionsPage

To allow the plugin-user interaction to happen in both ways, plugins
are allowed to register their own option pages. IOptionsPage requires
them to implement their identification in the form of name and icon.
These are used as the tab caption in the Options dialog. The most
important function is, however, deploy(). The parameter passed to this
function is a QWidget that would display the user interface provided by
this options page. There is no limit to the number of IOptionsPage
objects that a plugin can register, the main application itself registers
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two IOptionsPages.

4.6 Device list — IDeviceList interface

IDeviceList is a simple interface class that provides device enumeration
and selection. Its main purpose is to allow the capture driver to export
these information without the need to initialize the devices. Functions
count(), getNames(), and device() are provided by this interface.

4.7 Capture device — IDevice interface

The IDevice interface represents a device capable of capturing packets
from the network. It might represent either a physical device, like net-
work cards, a virtual device, or a pseudo-device provided by the capture
driver.

The interface provides some basic information about the device it rep-
resents. Functions getName() and getDescription() retrieve the device
name and short description. getStat() function offers some basic inter-
face statistics. These include the total number of captured packets and
the total number of dropped packets.

The main functionality is the control over the capture process on this
device. A capture session is initialized by captureStart() and stopped by
captureStop(), successful start and stop is marked by emitting SIGNALs
captureStarted() and captureStopped(). Captured packets are accessible
only through the packetArrived() SIGNAL, that caries the pay-load of
the packet.

4.8 Analysing connections — IRecognizer

interface

The most frequent role of plugins will probably be the addition of rec-
ognizers to the application. Recognizer implementing the IRecognizer
interface shall be able to recognize, analyse and present, captured data.
Function guess() shall decide whether this recognizer is or is not able to
analyse data transported by this connection. The connection itself can
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not be changed in any way in the process of making this decision as it
can pass several recognizers before a suitable one is found. The analysis
itself shall be performed by the parse() function. No other recognizer
will call the function on the same connection.

There are two functions used for data and results presentation. The first
is comment(), this function shall provide short and simple description on
what happened on the connection recently. The other is showDetails()
and shall provide more elaborate presentation on the details of the data
that were transported. A recognizer shall be identified by its name, not
necessarily unique, that shall be provided by the name() function.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

Keeping modularity and extensibility in mind, it was decided that every
possible part should be implemented in a plugin, allowing user to decide
whether he/she needs this particular function. It also enables various
approaches to capture and analysis to coexist and alternative plugins
to be developed. The development to focused on the protocols that
would show the case most clearly without imposing limitations on the
application itself.

Plugin loading and unloading utilizes Qt Plugin interface to shield the
application from problems like incorrect plugins, or plugins using incom-
patible versions of Qt toolkit, or compilers.

5.1 Acquiring data — The sniffer plugin

Classes within the sniffer plugin implement three of the interfaces. As
every plugin, the sniffer plugin needs to implement the IPlugin interface,
its initialization routine registers the class implementing IDeviceList
interface, and this list eports capture devices implementing the IDevice
interface.

The plugin uses Pcap library to access capture devices. Right after ini-
tialization pcap findalldevs() is used to enumerate available devices and
present them to the application. This list is then used to select device to
capture on. The device is created in the moment it is selected and it is
deleted when the next device is switched to.

The PcapDevice uses additional thread to capture packets. The thread
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enters pcap loop() and the callback function is called every time a packet
is captured by the capture driver. The other option is to use pcap next()
in the cycle. This approach, though it appears simpler, in fact offers
less control over the capture process. Not only does the the pcap next()
function need a time-out and thus has to be stopped in the same manner
as pcap loop() but the loop has to be broken too. Majority of the sniffers
prefer the pcap loop() [4] approach and its advantages are used in this
plugin as well. The callback function is passed a pointer to the device
instance that does the capturing and passes the data for analysis.

Every time a link frame is captured, it is checked whether it contains
an IP packet as a payload. This check depends on the underlying de-
vice. Pcap library recognizes more than 180 different link layer types [4].
However, Pcap may convert some of these types and the types offered by
the Pcap library does not necessarily match real devices. pcap datalink()
identifies twenty [8] different types. Of these twenty, five are supported
by the plugin and IP packet is extracted from them.

One of the supported link layer types is Ethernet. There are four types
of Ethernet frames that might be encountered. The first is Ethernet II
frame, during the testing period this was the most common frame type
encountered. It contains source and destination link layer addresses that
are followed by a two byte field named Ethertype, value stored in this
field signals the type of the payload, e.g. 0x0800 stands for the IPv4
protocol.

The second type is Novell 802.3 frame. This frame is similar to Ethernet
II but instead of Ethertype field it contains the length of the frame. This
types of frames were used solely to the transport of IPX protocol and
thus are immediately discarded by the sniffer plugin.

The third type is an IEEE 802.3 frame containing IEEE 802.2 LLC frame.
IEEE 802.3 frames contain source and destination link layer addresses
and the length information. The LLC frame identifies the type of the
payload by the value of Source Service Access Point (SSAP) and Desti-
nation Service Access Point (DSAP). As there is no SAP value assigned
to the ARP protocol and no global number assigned to the IP protocol,
there is little probablity of encountering this type of frames on a common
network.

The last type is also a combination of IEEE 802.3 and 802.2 frames.
In this type SSAP and DSAP values of 0xAA are used to indicate that
the standard 802.2 LLC header uses Subnet Access Protocol (SNAP)
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extension. This extension contains, among otherr thing, the two byte
Ethertype field that uses the same values as Ethernet II frames to identify
the protocol being transported.

Figure 5.1: Ethernet frames

Other supported link types are Pcap-specific and rely mostly on using
Ethertype values to identify the carried protocol.

Once the IP packet has been cut out of the frame, it is handled to the
further analysis in the main application. It is important that as little
as possible is done by the thread that captured the packet. This is due
to the fact that the size of the buffer used for the captured packets is
limited and some packets might be lost if they are not retrieved in time.

5.2 Storing data — The main application

Once the packet has reached the main application, the capturing thread
that has delivered it creates a job to analyse this packet and returns
immediately to retrieve more packets. Jobs are put into the queue and
a thread pool of several threads is used to do these jobs. The job, called
PacketJob, parses IP and either UDP or TCP headers found in the packet,
all other transport protocols are discarded. As the analysis of an IP
header is an independent task, threads do not have to wait on each other,
allowing the application to utilize multiple cores or CPUs.

Once the packet headers have been analysed, the packet is assigned to the
corresponding packet queue, called Connection. The set of five unique
attributes; source IP address, destination IP address, transport protocol,
source port, and destination port is used to determine the appropriate
queue. Packets travelling in the reversed direction, those that have same
attributes except that source and destination are reversed, are considered
to belong to the same queue. If no such queue exists, a new one is
created. Queues are indexed using a hash table with the unique set as
index. The hash function and operator=() are modified to consider sets
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from forward and return packets as equal. Hash table provides fast access
to the queues. Access to this table needs to be synchronized as multiple
threads are accessing it, simple read-write lock does the trick.

During the insertion of a packet into the queue several things need to be
done. Connection status is changed to ”alive” from whatever state it has
been in before, connection statistics are updated, and the queue length
is checked to contain less than 150 packets in both directions. Higher
numbers will lead to excessive memory usage, while lower number might
lead to packet loss even if the connection is being analysed by one of
the recognizers. It is not uncommon to see more than 70 packets sent
and received in short succession by such a simple task as opening a web
page. On slower networks, however, the number of stored packets might
be lowered. The last thing that the PacketJob needs to do is to create
another type of job, called ConnectionJob, and assign it the Connection
the packet was inserted into.

ConnectionJob is again queued in the thread pool and run in parallel. If
there is no Recognizer assigned to the connection, ConnectionJob tries to
assign one by calling the guess() function on every recognizer. Once the
recognizer has been assigned, the parse() function is called to perform
the actual data analysis. The analysis and the results produced depend
entirely on the Recognizer assigned and used.

5.3 Analysing data — recognizer plugins

The DNS Plugin, upon its load, registers a recognizer unimaginatively
called DnsRecognizer. DNS protocol analysis is rather simple as all infor-
mation necessary is transported in one packet. Packet header is parsed
and, according to the obtained information, the rest of the data is anal-
ysed. IP address–name pairs are cut from the A and PTR type answers,
and inserted to the global DNS cache. There they might be used by
anything that has access to this cache. Moreover, a short comment is
generated from the packet header, the question, and the answer sections
of the DNS packet. This comment is stored in a table, called Com-
mentStore, in case it is to be displayed. The table and its operations
need to be thread-safe as multiple threads might access comments at the
same time, again simple read-write lock was used.
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Figure 5.2: DNS packet

The ports used by TCP and UDP are tested to decide whether a Con-
nection can or can not be analysed by the DnsRecognizer. Standard port
53 for DNS and 137 for WINS are accepted and the DnsRecognizer is
assigned to such connections. If, however, DnsRecognizer has been as-
signed manually it can analyse data on other ports than those considered
by the automatic detection.

The HTTP Plugin provides the application with a recognizer that is
able to analyse and present data transferred over HTTP protocol, the
HttpRecognizer. As the data rarely fit into one packet, a simple status
automata was developed to analyse the protocol. The automata con-
sists of three states. The first state is called ”uninitialized” and there
is no information about the direction of the HTTP connection. Every
packet received in this state is tested to contain HTTP request headers,
if there are none, the packet is discarded. Once the request headers have
been found, the automata switches to the second state, signalling that
the request headers were received and analysed. The second state uses
direction of the received packet to determine its further action. Packets
that arrive in the same direction as the request headers are considered
request data and are ignored in the current implementation. Packets
that arrive in the opposite direction are considered reply headers. The
automata switches to the next status to indicate that reply headers were
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received. Yet again, in this status packets may arrive in both directions.
Packets that arrive in the same direction as the reply headers are consid-
ered reply data and their payload is stored in the HTTP cache for further
presentation. Packet that arrives in the opposing direction is considered
request headers of the next request and switches the automata to the
second state.

Figure 5.3: HTTP automata

Such an automata is constructed and deployed for every HTTP connec-
tion that reaches the HttpRecognizer for analysis. Together with this
automata, a list of received request headers is stored for every connec-
tion. Responses are stored in the global cache provided by the HTTP
Plugin, to avoid data duplication. Again, a hash table is used to identify
the automata and the list, together called HttpConnection, correspond-
ing to each packet. It is important to analyse packets in the correct order
and thus HttpConnection uses mutex to prevent other threads from in-
terfering with the ongoing analysis.

5.4 Presenting data

Instead of looking at every packet separately, IPAnalyzer presents user
the queues of packets that belong to the same communication channel.
These connections are displayed as they are created and packets are
added to them. The list of connections displays network information,
packet and byte count, as well as simple comment for every connection.
To keep the application responsive, a separate thread is used to handle
GUI and user requests, while other threads handle the capture and anal-
ysis. These threads need to access the same data, one to display and
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present it to the user, others to change or create it. To avoid synchro-
nization problems, like race-conditions, proper locking mechanism had to
be deployed. Moreover, counted-pointer techniques were used to ensure
that the accessed data are available even if other threads have removed
them from the global storage.

In addition to the list of connections the main application enables users
to view and to some extent modify the content of the DNS cache. User
is allowed to set the cache capacity in the DNS cache options. It is also
possible to delete some or all entries in the cache. The names stored in
this cache are used to display network information about connections,
where it can supplement the IP address.

The other part of the data presentation falls on the recognizer plug-
ins. Every plugin implementing IRecognizer needs to implement the
showDetails() function. While DnsRecognizer does not provide any ad-
ditional information and barely redirects user to use the built-in DNS
cache options, HttpRecognizer displays list of all captured HTTP con-
nections. Every HTTP connection is identified by the host header it sent
and displays the list of requested URIs. Response to this request is then
rendered in the preview window, using the QtWebkit technology. HTTP
cache is used as the data provider for the preview window and thus all
captured URIs can be combined to display the whole information.
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Chapter 6

Future improvements

The application developed, was from the very beginning meant to be
more prove-of-concept application, rather than a fully capable sniffer,
ready for deployment. Thus there is plenty of room for further develop-
ment and improvement.

6.1 User friendliness

One of the basic features that was not mentoined in this work is the ability
to filter incoming traffic. When looking to fix certain issues that appear
on the network, it is more than welcome to be able to filter out packets
that are not interesting and connected with the problem being solved.
However, sorting connections would require complex search condition
engine to be developed as there are many attributes that might serve as
a filter base.

Furthermore, some actions that are available to the users might have been
automated, like searching for and automatically loading plugins on the
first run, or automatic adjustment of the column width in the connection
view. HTTP Plugin and its presentation window might offer more (any)
user adjustability. The most visible limitation might be the inability to
display compressed comnent properly.
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6.2 Performance optimization

As in almost any application, there is always room for performance im-
provements. Data structures were chosen to fit the purpose without
additional overhead. First and foremost, the reduction of received pack-
ets would help greatly. Although majority of the communication uses
TCP/IP protocol, only TCP and UDP tranport protocols are analysed.
The rest might have been filtered out using built-in Pcap capture fil-
ters thus eliminating the need to discard packets later in the analysing
process.

The process of selecting a suitable recognizer might be improved too.
Self-modifying structure might be used to select the most frequent rec-
ognizer first, or a more complex set of rules might be used to skip testing
recognizers that have no chance of recognizing certain types of connec-
tions.

6.3 More protocols

Though support for additional application protocols (HTTP, SMTP), is
easily added using plugins, transport protocols are wired-in and at the
current stage only TCP and UDP are supported. While these cary most
of the TCP/IP communication, others like Authenticated Header (AH)
might be supported without too much additional work.

Plugin that would be able to analyse IM protocols or emails, would prove
the point of this thesis sufficiently, too. Recognizer plugins that do not
focus on particular protocol but rather scan all traffic for interesting
patterns might also be used. Not only for the shady goal of collecting
passwords but also for the less sinister task of preventing data leaks.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The aim was to design and implement an application that would capture
packets from the network, analyse, and present them to the user. Though
IPAnalyzer is far from being able to substitute industry standard sniffing
tools, it succeeded in its way. It visualizes the dangers of data leaks in
unencrypted communications, using the example of the HTTP protocol.
It proved that not only the information itself but its source and destina-
tion might be used and misused (Imagine a host asking for IP address of
the name like www.howtocrackabank.net).

The tools that are currently available make it easy capture network com-
munication and that the approach to analyse them on the fly in the
context of other packet from the same communication channel is viable.
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Appendix A

CD-ROM Content

This thesis include a CD-ROM medium, on which you will find:

• The IPAnalyzer sources in the directory called netsniffer-src.

• The IPanalyzer binary for the win32 platform in the directory
netsniffer-bin/win32, Qt libraries are provided.

• WinPcap library instalation archive version 4.0.2 in the file
called WinPcap 4 0 2.exe, note that this package contains the driver
and dll libraries only, it is sufficient to run the application, but not
to compile it.

• WinPcap developer’s pack version 4.0.2, this is the developer
version of the WinPcap library, you will need this package to com-
pile the application on the win32 platform.

• The electronic version of the user documentation for IP-
Analyzer, also included in Appendix B, the file is named user
documentation.pdf.

• The electronic version of this thesis , in the file thesis.pdf.
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Appendix B

User documentation
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